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2 branched covering $f$ : $S^{2}arrow S^{2}$ critical point $C_{f}$,
critical set $P_{f}=\{f^{k}(c)|c\in C_{f_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}}’.k>0\}$ postcritical set $\# P_{f}<\infty$
$f$ postcritically finite $P_{f}=P_{f}^{F}\cup P_{f}^{J}$
$P_{f}^{F}=\{x\in P_{f}|$ $n$ $f^{n}(x)\in C_{f}\}_{\text{ }}P_{f}^{JF}=P_{f}-P_{f}$ $P_{\gamma}^{F}$.
periodic cycle critical point $P_{f}^{J}$ periodic cycle
Fatou postcritical point $P_{f}^{F}$ Julia
$P_{f^{\mathrm{O}}}^{J}$
postcritically finite branched covering $f,g$ Thurston









( $S^{2}$ , P )




$S^{2}-P_{g}^{F}$ arc $l$ $\iota \mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}$ $|l|$ $c>0’.\lambda<1$
$g^{-k^{\wedge}}(l)$ $l_{i}$ $|l_{i}|<c\lambda^{k}|l|$
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(3) $P_{\mathit{9}}^{F}$ $J$
$f$ Julia Julia




Julia $J$ $f$ $f$ $d\geq 2$ $J$
$S^{2}-P_{f}$ $x$ $\{x_{1,2,.,d}X..X\}$ $x$ $d$ $x$ $x_{i}$ arc
$l_{i}(i=1,2, \ldots, d)$
$y$ $x$ arc $\gamma$ $\gamma$ $\gamma_{i}$ $x_{i}$. $f^{-1}(y)$
arc $f(\gamma_{i})=\gamma$ $L_{i}.(\gamma)$ $l_{i}$. $\gamma_{i}$ arc
$.L_{i}(\gamma.)$ $x$ $x_{i}$ $f^{-1}(y)$
.
arc
$W_{k}=\{1_{J}.2, . . , , d\}^{k}$ $a_{1}a_{2},$ . . $a_{k}$ $l_{a_{1}a_{2}\ldots a-}\kappa=L_{a_{1}}(l_{a_{2}\ldots a_{k}})$
$l_{a_{1}a_{2}\ldots a_{k}}$ $x$ $f^{-k}(x)$ arc $l_{a_{1}a_{2}\ldots a_{k}}$ $x_{a_{i}a_{\mathit{2}}\ldots a}$ ,
$(\Sigma., \sigma)$ $\Sigma=\{^{-}1,2, \ldots, d\}^{\mathrm{N}}$ $\sigma(a_{1}a_{2}\ldots)=a_{1}\ldots$ $\Sigma$




-a\mapsto x $\pi$ $’/\mathrm{T}$
$\sigma\circ\pi=\pi\circ f$ $x$ $l_{i}$ $\pi$
$x$ $J$ $\pi$ $J$ $J$ diameter
$J=\pi(\Sigma)$
$\tilde{U}=\{\gamma$ : $[0,1]arrow S^{2}|\gamma$ , $\gamma(.\perp)\gamma(0)\gamma(t)$ $=\in\in$ $xS^{2}’ P.\gamma S^{2^{-}}-P_{f}^{F}(0<t<1),$ $\}$
$U=\tilde{U}/\sim$







[$\gamma|$ $\gamma$ $U$ $\{F_{i}\}_{i=1}^{d}$
$K$ $p:Uarrow S^{2}$ $\rho([\gamma])=\gamma(-\perp)$
$F_{i}\circ\rho\circ f=\rho$ $K=\{[l_{\underline{a}}]|\underline{a}\in\Sigma\}$ $J=\rho(K)$
Julia – Thurston
branched covering Julia Julia
$J,$ $J’$ $f$ Julia
Julia code coding
$x$ $f^{-1}(x\cdot)$ arc homotopical
coding ( 2.0 2 $-$. $1$ )
Julia $\Sigma$ coding \Sigma
$f$ Thurston kneading sequence
1.0 $f(Z)=Z^{2}+i_{0}$ critical point $0$ $\infty$ $0\mapsto i\mapsto-- 1+i\mapsto-i\mapsto-- 1+i.\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\infty$ }$arrow\infty$
kneading sequence $k(f)=- 1^{-}\overline{\perp 2}$ $\overline{12}=$ 121212. . . $\sim$
$u)- 1^{-}1^{-}\overline{12}\sim w2^{-}1\overline{.12}$
$u$)




2.0 $f(z)=z^{2}-- 1$ critical point $0$ $\infty$ $0\mapsto-1\mapsto 0,$ $\infty\mapsto\infty$







$f(z)=Z^{2}+c$ $0$ periodic kneading sequence $k(f)=\overline{k_{1}k_{2}\ldots kn-1^{*}}$
$\{$ $wk_{i}’ \sigma^{i}(w\sigma 2\frac{\overline{\frac{k_{1}}{ik(}1k_{2}..\cdot..\cdot..k_{n-1}1})k_{2}kn-11}{k_{1}k_{2}.kn-11}.)$ $wk_{i}^{J} \sigma\sigma^{i}w(1\frac{\overline{\frac{k_{1}}{ik(}1k_{2}..\cdot..\cdot..k_{n-1}2})k2kn-12}{k_{1}k_{2}.kn-12})$ $(i=0, -1, \ldots, n-1)$
$(i=1,2, \ldots, n-1)$




$\mathrm{C}\circ \mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\text{ }$ coding – kneading sequence
coding $l_{i}$
Fig. 1 $l_{i}$ kneading sequence coding $\pi$
coding –
coding
2.1 Fig. 2. $l_{i}$
$\{$
$\frac{\overline{1}}{-\iota 9arrow}$ $\frac{\overline{2}}{21}$
$u)- 1^{7\iota-}\overline{12}$ $w^{-}1^{7l}\overline{2-\iota}$ $(n\geq 1^{-})$
$\underline{a}=a_{1}a_{2}\ldots,$ $\underline{b}=b_{1}b_{2}\ldots\in\Sigma$ $\overline{/}\mathrm{r}(\underline{a})=\pi(\underline{b})$ $x$
$k$ arc $\alpha_{k},$ $\beta_{k}(k=1,2, \ldots)$
$\alpha_{k-1^{\cup}}\beta_{k-}1$ $L_{a_{k}}(\alpha_{k})\cup L_{b}k(\beta k)$ $x$ $S^{2}-P_{f}$ homotopic.
$f$
metric




(1) $\sim\gamma\in J$ $\#\pi^{-1}(z)<\infty_{\mathrm{o}}$
(2) $S^{2}-J$ critical point imverse image (
$\sim 7$ $n$ $f^{7l}(z)\in C_{f})$
(3) $J$
3 Julla branched covermg
postcritically finite branched covering Julia
$\Gamma--\{\gamma 1,\cdot\gamma 2, \ldots, \gamma n\}$ $S^{2}-P_{f}$ disjoint simple closed curve
$\Gamma$ Levy cycle
\mbox{\boldmath $\gamma$}’ $f^{-1}(\gamma i)$
$\gamma_{i-1}$ $S^{2}-P_{f}$ homotopic $\gamma_{i-1}’$ $f$ : $\gamma_{i-1}’arrow$ degree
1 $\gamma_{0}=\gamma_{n}$
32
Levy cycle branched covering Julia
postcritically finite branched covering Julia Levy cycle
2 branched covering Thurston [1] Levy cycle
Thtlrston 2
3 branched covering Thurston
Levy cycle
Julia branched covering
$P_{f}^{F}=\emptyset$ postcritically fiffite branched covering Julia
$\{\gamma_{1}, \gamma_{2}, \ldots , \gamma_{n}\}$
$\gamma_{i}$. – simple $\mathrm{a}.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{c}_{0}f^{-1}(\gamma_{i}.)$
$\gamma_{i-1}$ $S^{2}-P_{f}$ homotopic $\gamma_{i-1}’$. $f$ : $\gamma_{i-1}’arrow\gamma_{i}$ 1
1 $\gamma_{0}=\gamma_{n}$
Julia $\Sigma$
$\Sigma$ $\tilde{J}_{f}$ $f$ $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}_{-}\mathrm{J}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}$
$f$ ’ Julia $f$ $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\sim \mathrm{J}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}$ $\tilde{J}_{f}$ $S^{2}$
$f$ Thurston $g$ $g^{-1}(\tilde{J}_{f})=\tilde{J.}\Gamma=g(\tilde{J}f)$
[1] A. Douady and J. H. Hubbard, A Proof of.. $\cdot$Thurston’s Topological Characterization















$\mathrm{F}\backslash |\int$ . $[$
. $\triangleleft$
$\overline{\vdash}_{\backslash j}^{\backslash }$ . $l$
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